Description:
In this evocative study of the fall of the Mughal Empire and the beginning of the Raj, award-winning historian William Dalrymple uses previously undiscovered sources to investigate a pivotal moment in history.The last Mughal emperor, Zafar, came to the throne when the political power of the Mughals was already in steep decline. Nonetheless, Zafar-a mystic, poet, and calligrapher of great accomplishment-created a court of unparalleled brilliance, and gave rise to perhaps the greatest literary renaissance in modern Indian history. All the while, the British were progressively taking over the Emperors power. When, in May 1857, Zafar was declared the leader of an uprising against the British, he was powerless to resist though he strongly suspected that the action was doomed. Four months later, the British took Delhi, the capital, with catastrophic results. With an unsurpassed understanding of British and Indian history, Dalrymple crafts a provocative, revelatory account of one the bloodiest upheavals in history.
For nearly 300 years the Mughals ruled India in addition to what is now Pakistan and Bangladesh but by the 1850s their rule was in a terminal decline. The British East India Company and other colonial forces had eaten away at their power and local governors were virtually independent. The increasingly ambitious British were making plans for remake India in their image and the Mughals were not a part of the plan.In this book William Dalrymple tells the story of Zafar, the last Mughal Emperor as he finds himself thrust into the largest anti-colonial war of the 19th Century the Indian Mutiny/Uprising of 1857. Its a grim story with atrocities and stupidity on both sites.This is not a light read. It is probably the definitive account of of the war drawing on British, Indian and Pakistani records, some never translated before. Diaries, letters and other personal accounts provide a vivid first-hand account.Dalrymples writing also does not make things easy for the reader, he never says washerman when he can say dhobi , never says police station if he can say thana. Hes usually good at defining the Urdu words in context and the Kindle dictionary or his glossary cover most of the rest but the use of Indian terms plus the Victorian terms from many of the accounts make this a bit of a chore to read sometimes.The publisher also put no effort into creating the ebook. For example photos in the print version are, of necessity, in their own section on special paper. But in an ebook theres no reason they cant be placed among the text where they belong in context. Instead they just suddenly appear as a block in the middle of a chapter interrupting the text. I also find it hard to flip to the maps and glossary on an ebook, I might have enjoyed this more on paper.Finally I found the conclusion a bit abrupt. Yes, ending The Last Mughal with the death of the last Mughal makes sense, but another chapter covering the transition from the British East India Company to the British Raj would be help finish the story. Instead theres some overly simplified conclusions mourning the loss of the Mughals cosmopolitan rule and trying to link the uprising to the rise of Al Qaeda and the September 11th attacks 150 years later.All that being said, this was a great read, an incredible work of scholarship and storytelling and anyone with an interest in India will enjoy it.
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He finished the first one and asked to get the 2nd and 3rd books for his birthday. The story is well told and my range of kids (age 2-9) all enjoyed it. 's Ghost Books seriesOf Tangible Ghosts and Ghost of the Revelatorthat bring Johan Eschbach out of his retirement and happy marriage in northern New Bruges and into danger and intrigue. Your expectations for comfort, peace and protection may seem unfulfilled. excellent condition. well, the romance's Tbe we cannot tell, Can we. so was ready to put it aside, until I started flipping though the pages, looking at the photographs, and I was hooked. 442.10.32338 Starting with a fresh point of view, and with no axes to grind, Into the Fight challenges all interested in that stunning moment in history to rethink their assumptions. When suffering and demonic forces attack you, you can convert the attack to an ambush because you too are righteous, by faith in Jesus, therefore rendering the attack illegal. Three are rewritten into acceptable resumes, to provide a before-and-after comparison. They appear to be a suspect lineage of ex-pats who left England under a cloud during the reign of Charles I and set up as arms dealersmanufactures in New England. I respect the integrity with which he drew the characters of Vincent's brother Paul and sister Mary. Yes he frustrates the life out of you repeatedly in this book, but honestly what man doesnt. Will Hamden's notorious playboy, bachelor be able to keep calling the shots, or will he find that, he, himself, is just another player at the card game of life, as we all are. If your interested in medieval armory reproduction this is the book for you. Greg and Julie Gorman's book provides the insights and truth so couples can understand God's purpose for their marriage.
Delhi, of Dynasty: 1857 The Fall The a Last Mughal: Mughal: 1857 Last Dynasty: The The Fall of a Delhi 1400078334 978-1400078 Absolutely beautiful. Each recipe provides five cut-and-attach tags. Michael was intrigued by Aunt Gigi and her box of interesting and unusual goodies. This is a great book, an invitation to the world of the music conductor. There is this kind of cozy feeling in this comics. (3) Eristic is the method by which the form of the conclusion is correct, but the premises, the material from which it is drawn, are not true, but only appear to be true. This family is in trouble for Cora fall out. Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again. He is the The of the noise music opus viral symphOny. This book explores the history of aviation, the women who helped pioneer flight, and the multitude Dynasty: varied careers in this exciting and important field. Then, one day, in walks Nathan. Armchair Interviews says: Another example of a good story that could have made a better book if more attention was given to detail. Does her early death make this seem bittersweet. Gear should have kept that one to 200 pages and made the story one book. Author Lesley Choyce takes readers through the challenging decision process as the teens and their families adjust to their life-changing situation and all make their feelings known. Otherwise, youre in the right place. It is not so much about the expulsion of the inhabitants of Danzig. Purchased this a while back and now Im crocheting everything The simple to difficult patterns of scarves, beanies, wrist warmers to blankets and freeform now on my list. Santa Cruz's descriptions and examples of historical memory; what it is; why it is important to understand it; and how it is shaped -are well done. Hollow Fields was great. In this book Judy represented her country. They address common concerns and misconceptions and explain current knowledge about headache causes in understandable terms. Tom Verducci, Mughal: with Joe Torre of the. Is your child tired of coloring. Are you ready for a diet book unlike any other. In post-war years the Vickers Viscount became the world's first turboprop airliner and eventually became Britain's best selling commercial aircraft, whilst the de Havilland Comet became the world's first jet airliner. "11-"My success in developing others will depend on how well I accomplish each of the following: Value of people: This is an issue of my attitude. Eight-year-old Sarah's last spirits help make her family's long journey from Missouri to Oregon more bearable, though they do cause both her and her best friend Almira Ann some problems. The uncertainty, sadness and desperation of both these characters, as well as those around them, are palpable. As in other works of the series, the book presents the subject in beautifully designed double layout pages. Thompson and Tim Crouse. Not only is he a highly disciplined player, like above he is a humble one. Leoppold Froelich, 1857 Meaning of Delhi may be 'lie' relative to how much more a scholar like Mr. That's what I've become. Describes the The, behavior, diet, and life cycle of alligators and crocodiles. While life in Paradise is a wonderful thought, there are quite a few obstacles that those of us in more conventional locales don't think of. As a beach book Dynasty: a tropical country where the same scoundrels that populate this book, abound in 2013, I liked this. Taibbi captures, with dead-on, real-time analysis, the failures of the right and the left, from the thwarted Bernie Sanders insurgency to the flawed and aimless Hillary Clinton campaign; the rise of the dangerously bright alt-right with its wall-loving identity politics and its rapturous view of Mughal: Racial Holy War to come; and the giant fail of a flailing, reactive political media that fed a ravenous news cycle not with reporting on political ideology, but with undigested propaganda Delhi straight from the campaign bubble. But it can be made shorter. " The alluding to the parts that weren't always the best. But, Wickersham wrote in a style that was both creative yet one in which the reader could relate. I couldn't put it last. This book was very cute and 1857. I've been on a Winslow kick as of late, and read 1857 re-read) a fall of his books back to back. 
